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1 Executive Summary

General The speakers corroborated Colonel Kanter's obser-
vations, shared their own experiences, and de-

In his keynote address, Colonel David Kanter scribed the directions of SCE research within their
(ESD/AC) set the tone and direction for the work- organizations.
shop. He outlined the difficulties ESD has experi-
enced trying to estimate software development
costs. Colonel Kanter pointed out that current soft- Findings and Recommendations
ware cost estimation (SCE) models do not produce of the Working Groups
good estimates 3 to 5 years in advance, at the time
the initial budgetary estimates are made in the Pro- Group I -Leader, Ronald B. Leask
gram Objectives Memorandum (POM). He also The problem area assigned to Group I was "Cost
noted that cost overruns of four times the original Effective Data Collection on Defense Programs."
estimates for software products with half the The primary recommendation of Group I is that
planned capability are not uncommon. He linked SCE data collection be standardized for all defense
this deficiency to the inaccuracy of lines-of-code organizations/agencies in the form of a Military
(LOC) estimates required by current models. Standard (MIL-STD) for software Work Breakdown

Colonel Kanter challenged the workshop par- Structures (WBSs) and a data item description
ticipants to identify promising new tools and tech- (DID) for reporting attributes of software projects
niques to help novice and expert estimators do that drive development cost. Furthermore, a corn-
their jobs better. He cited, in particular, the need for mon set of automated tools should be developed
a quality SCE database and asked the participants to help contractors collect and report the data and
to concentrate on data collection issues. He con- provide government agencies with data base man-
cluded by emphasizing his intention to implement agement capabilities.
the recommendations of the workshop at ESD and The benefits of standardizing data collectioncarry forth the recommendations to help guide across DOD, according to Group I, include
SCE research efforts of both AFSC and DOD. commonality of data definitions to support SCE

The remaining opening day presentations pro- research, reduced costs, compatible data base
vided a point of departure for the four working structures, and elimination of the need for contrac-
groups. The following is a list of the speakers and tors to tailor their management systems to fit idi-
their subjects: vidual contracts.
Dr. Barry W. Boehm (TRW) The group reviewed the Software Acquisition
"Research Issues in SCE" Resource Expenditure (SARE) Data Collection
Robert Thibodeau (GRC) Methodology and found it to be a suitable starting
"SCE Techniques vs. Life Cycle Phases" point for the DOD standardization effort. The SARE
Al Kopania (Aerospace) methodology, developed by the MITRE Corpora-
"Software Size Estimating Model" tion for ESD, includes a draft MIL-STD for software
Maj. Joseph Duquette (HO AFSC) WBSs and an associated DID.
"Problems, Experiences.. ." Because the benefits of standard data collec-
John Gaffney (IBM) tion will be realized across DOD, Group I recom-
"Software Function Estimates" mends that funding be provided at the DOD levelSto disseminate the SARE documents for wide-
Merle McKenzie (JPL) spread industry/government review and finalization,
"Software Life Cycle Model" and to develop automated tools to collect, report,Carolyn Wong (SDC and manage the data. A joint DOD/industry work-
"Technical Estimates of Cost Model" ing group should be formed to coordinate these
Alan J. Roberts (MITRE) efforts.
"Making Costing Count"
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Group I -Leader, Dr. Barry W. Boehm and career paths be developed to aitract and

Group 11 addressed the problems of "Integrating maintain the quality of specialists needed.

SCE with Program Management." Citing a serious The group noted the significant proportion of

lack of traceability between initial POM budgetary system costs attributable to software and that soft-
ware costs tend to be incurred earlier in the acqui-estimates, proposal estimates, development budg- sition cycle than hardware costs. Recommenda-

ets, and "cost-to-complete" estimates, the group tions were made for achieving earlier and better

pointed out that this lack implies there is no ac- software cost visibility by generating SCEs periodi-

countability for poorly conceived estimates.
The group recommends that estimators at all cally during the concept phase, for every major

of the system life cycle be required to pro- change in software requirements, and for each for-stages of comm if an apropro- mal review milestone. More frequent SCEs would
vide a set of common inputs for an appropriate set also be helpful for early identification of software
of SCE models as part of the justification for their risk areas.
estimates. The assumptions and constraints em- The concept of an independent SCE and the
bedded in earlier estimates (e.g., POM estimates) use of an overseer agency to direct, compare, and
should be made available to subsequent estimators audit both the SCE prepared by the project and
(e.g., bidders). A standard format for disclosing the the one performed independently, is recom-
SCE methodology used by bidders and the sup- mended as a structure to achieve better baseline
porting rationale should be included in the Instruc- SCEs. The key to the success of this structure is
tions for Bidders in the Request for Proposal (RFP) the overseer's ability to obtain truly independent
package. This would allow qualified personnel to cost estimates.
evaluate the cost realism of alternative proposals. The group addressed the problem of obtaining

Also noted were the potential benefits of inte- accurate SCEs early in the system life cycle. The
grating SCE with the risk management function. concept of a truly independent SCE, as just men-
The group recommends that SCE models be de- tioned, was discussed, but the difficulty in devel-
veloped with the capability of identifying and track- oping sizing parameters was cited as a major
ing areas of software development risk, shortcoming. However, the group noted that cur-

As a general observation, Group II recognizes rent research in equating functions to lines-of-code,
the need for continued research to develop more and the use of new software development tech-
accurate models. The group cited data collection niques such as reuseable code, prototyping, incre-
as a key to improving SCE models. Government mental development, high-level languages, and
and industry must cooperate in developing a application generators, will greatly reduce the num-
standard definition of the software life cycle, a ber of unknowns and result in more accurate early
standard software WBS, and an SCE DID. They SCEs.
concurred with Group I that the SARE methodol-
ogy should be the starting point for the standard- Group IV- Leader, Dr. Randall W. Jensen
ization effort and a joint task force of industry and
government representatives must coordinate the The fourth working group discussed "New Direc-
documents to ensure that the data collected is tions for Software Cost Estimation (SCE)." Topics
non-threatening and useful to program managers. addressed included alternate approaches to SCE,

the impact of emerging technologies, alternatives to
Group III -Leader, Robert C. Thibodeau Source Lines of Code (SLOC) as the fundamental

measure of software development, and approaches
Group III was concerned with "Organization and to SCE for software upgrades.
Performance of SCE." Noting that SCE for mission The group noted that current SCE models are
critical software is hampered by a lack of organiza- static, i.e., incorporate time-invariant relationships.
tional focus, the group recommended that SCE be A proposed alternate approach is to develope dy-
given greater status by recognizing it as a separate namic models of the software development pro-
entity worthy of its own position in the organization, cess, using simulation models or the mathematics
that separate facilities be provided, and training

6
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of control theory. Feedback can be dealt with di- List of Recommendations
rectly in simulation models, but it has not yet found
its way into parametric cost modeling. Strategies for The following list was extracted from the reports of
incorporation of feedback were explored and are the working groups. For convenience in referenc-
discussed in this report. ing the discussions of and supporting reasoning for

The group discussed new and emerging tech- the recommendations, they are numbered identi-
nologies for software developments. Some have a cally here and in the body of the report.
major impact on SCE, dictating new estimating
methodologies, e.g., artificial intelligence and dis- Group I
tributed development workstations. Other technolo- 1.1 Establish a uniform method of SCE data collec-
gies may only require new parameter values for tion to be used by DOD and industry on all
existing models. These include Ada programming DOD programs.
and its support environment, programming via ap- 1.2 Develop or modify a MIL-STD for a software
plication generators and very high-level languages WBS and establish a standard DID for collect-
(VHLs), the use of program design languages ing uniform SCE data.
(PDLs), the programming of distributed processing ing uom tCE t
systems, and firmware technology. But the devel- 1.3 Develop automated tools to standardize the
opment of new parameter values requires the col- management of SCE data bases and the data
lection of additional data, and the group collection process.
recommends that this begin as soon as possible. 1.4 Have the procuring agency validate SCE data

There is a need to quantify software as early when it is reported and before it is put into the
as possible in the acquisition cycle. Most often this data base.
is done by using Source Lines of Code (SLOC). 1.5 Use the Software Acquisition Resource Ex-
The group addressed the need to find alternatives penditure (SARE) Data Collection Methodology
to SLOC and recommended that information avail- as a tentative framework to begin the SCE
able at the time, such as requirements or function- data standardization effort.
ality, be examined. The use of quantitative 1.6 Establish DOD funding for evaluation and en-
requirements produced by such tools as PSL/PSA, hancement of the SARE MIL-STD and DID ap-
SADT, and data flow diagrams, and quantifying the proach to SCE data collection.
relationship between functionality and SLOC were 1.7 Collect SCE data at the Computer Program
two suggested areas of investigation. Configuration Item (CPCI) level using the SARE

SCE for software upgrades was recognized as proposed MIL-STD for software WBSs.
a major problem area due to many unique factors. 1.8 Establish a subset of SCE data, using the
It was felt that many of these could become model SARE methodology as a basis, within 90 days
parameters and be translated into SLOC if sufficient via a tri-service working group, and begin
data were available. For example, little data is avail- near-term data collection.
able regarding the effect on the system architecture
of new system requirements and the use of off-the- Group II
shelf software packages. Also, little data is available
on the extent of the testing required for develop- 2.1 Establish a program to enhance traceability
ment and integration of software upgrades. Recom- between successive SCEs.
mendations were made to collect experiential data 2.2 Obtain SCEs from a variety of sources, e.g.,
to identify and quantify key upgrade cost factors, to independent costing office, line organization,
modify existing models by defining new parame- different cost models, different estimation
ters, and to develop new models specifically for techniques. Pass any assumptions and con-
software upgrade projects. straints embedded in earlier estimates (e.g.

POM) on to subsequent estimators (e.g.
bidders).

7



2.3 To reduce the cost of low-level cost and pro- 3.2 Minimum staffing for a software cost estima-
gress reporting, develop an automated plan- tion group is a software engineer, a cost-esti-
ning and reporting system that is flexible and mating specialist, and a third specialist for
matched to management needs. This auto- data collection, data-base management, and
mated system must provide traceability back literature research.
to SCE model results. 3.3 Establish a career path in software manage-

2.4 Develop and require a standard format for ment within DOD.
disclosing the software costing methodology 3.4 Have program managers treat software at the
and rationale used by the contractor. same level of detail as hardware.

2.5 Develop software cost models with the capa- 3.5 Estimate software development costs periodi-
bility of identifying and tracking software de- cally during the concept phase as well as at
velopment risk. SRR, SDR, PDR, and CDR.

2.6 Require more realistic budgetary estimates, 3.6 Establish a separate DOD regulation calling
along with their basis-of-estimate justification. for review or audit of software progress at
Validate budgetary estimates by analogy and various milestones, thereby making the soft-
other accepted estimating methods before ware "visible" to the program office.
use in POMs. 3.7 Prepare a new cost estimate for any signifi-

2.7 Apply adequate R&D resources to determine cant change in software requirements.
the earliest time at which cost estimation tech- 3.8 Provide a software Work Breakdown Struc-
niques can replace seat-of-the-pants esti- ture (WBS) and a work schedule to the cost
mates and to identify and quantify the estimator.
significant cost estimators that will be avail- 3.9 Anticipate the activities required for CM, QA,
ableand IV&V in detail and include their costs in

2.8 Continue to fund research for the develop- the SCE.ment and validation of SCE models. Govern- teSEment and industry must cooperate in the 3.10 Establish guidelines for the performance of In-mnaninutymscoprtintedependent SCEs (ISCEs), paying particular
requesting, gathering, analysis, and reporting detendnt es tSat payi prularof SCE data. This includes an agreement of attention to ensure that the ISCE is truly inde-
what cost data should be gathered and how pendent, impartial, and fair, and, at the same
wt information should be stored and used. time, relevant to the project.
the infration indstorend usk 3.11 The Baseline SCE (BSCE) and ISCE shall

2.9 Establish a joint industry-government task each contain a basic estimate as well as alter-
force to propose a set of standardized defini- native estimates based on variations in as-
tions for the cost-estimation area and seek a
public consensus on those definitions. Once sumptions or design methodologies.
agreement has been reached, the relation- 3.12 Establish guidelines for the Audit process to
ships between models whose parameters ensure as accurate a BSCE as possible.
have been redefined to the consensus view 3.13 Establish a BSCE for each definable phase in
should be examined, the life cycle of a project.

2.10 Develop SCE models responsive to the 3.14 Validate SCE models and, if necessary, recali-
need for project managers to make trade-off brate them, as a project progresses and
decisions. more data becomes available.

3.15 Establish guidelines for each SCE organiza-
Group III tion to ensure choosing SCE models that are

3.1 Give responsibility for software cost estimation accurate and appropriate.
to a separate group of personnel. 3.16 Encourage and continue research to formu-tlate methodology for SCE as early in the life

cycle of software as possible.
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Group IV
4.1 Investigate control-theory or simulation-model-

ing techniques for modeling the software-de-
velopment process as a system in order to
determine if a dynamic (time-varying) model
can be applied to SCE.

4.2 Determine if the number of data items and the
number of logical inference rules can be used
as a replacement for source lines of code in
SCE for artificial intelligence systems.

4.3 Collect further data for emerging technologies
in order to develop new values for existing
model parameters.

4.4 Use quantitative measures of requirements,
derived from PSL/PSA, SADT, data flow dia-
grams, or other tools, as input to the SCE
process.

4.5 Establish relationships between the functions
identified during functional decomposition of
systems and SLOC.

4.6 Gather and analyze applicable experience
data and case studies for software upgrades
to see what the key factors were that affected
resources and schedules.

4.7 Modify existing models for use in upgrade
projects by defining new model parameters
(or recombining or rescaling existing model
parameters) to account for key upgrade
factors.

4.8 Develop new models specifically tailored to
software upgrade projects.

9



2 Background and Organization of the Workshop

The Software Cost Estimation Workshop of 13-15 Most of the first day was dedicated to presen-
September 1983 was sponsored by the Electronic tations and discussions on the need for software
Systems Division of the U.S. Air Force and by the cost estimation and the state of the art in its prac-
Rome Air Development Center, an affiliated labora- tice. After this, the participants were organized into
tory. It was held at The MITRE Corporation in Bed- four working groups, each addressed to one of the
ford, Massachusetts. The schedule for the following topics:
workshop is provided in appendix A. Appendix B I. Cost Effective Software Data Collection on
contains a list of the Workshop Committee. The Defense Programs
participants in the workshop are listed in appendix II. Integrating Software Cost Estimation with Pro-
C, and the members of each of the working gram Management
groups are listed in appendix D. ga anent

The workshop was a three-day program dur- Ill. Organization and Performance of Software Cost
ing which government and industry representatives Estimation
exchanged ideas and experiences, and formulated IV. New Directions in Software Cost Estimation
near-term and long-term recommendations aimed A more detailed listing of the subjects suggested to
at improvement of software cost estimations for the working groups is given in appendix E.
mission-critical software. Each working group was asked to provide a

written summary report of its findings, conclusions
and recommendations. These separate reports,
and the general findings, conclusions and recom-
mendations of the workshop as a whole, form the
major content of this document. An executive sum-
mary is provided in section 1. The individual group
reports appear in sections 3 through 6.
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3 Working Group I

Cost Effective Software Data Colection on Defense Programs

Approach and were used as a basis of discussion by the
group. The group proposed to accomplish the fol-

The objectives of Group I were to: lowing tasks:
o Recommend a software work breakdown struc- * Identify the likely users of an SCE data base.
ture (WBS) for consistent cost data collection on o Define and characterize the types of SCE data
defense programs. that should be collected.
o Determine appropriate data collection levels and o Identify how and when the SCE data will be uti-
frequency. lized by each user during the life cycle of a soft-
* Consider the implications of institutionalizing data ware system.
collection in military standards (MIL-STDs) and as- * Assess the implications of establishing a MIL-
sociated data item descriptions (DIDs). STD for software WBSs and a standard DID for col-
* Assess the cost/benef it ratio of creating and lecting characteristics of software projects.
maintaining an SCE data base. e Assess the implications of protecting and dis-

The group initially observed that the type and seminating proprietary and potentially classified
level of detail of data collected in the SCE data information.
base must support the needs of a varied group of * Assess the suitability of the Software Acquisition
SCE users and that the amount of data detail Resource Expenditure (SARE) Data Collection
needed by the various users may be in conflict. For Methodology as a tentative framework for common
example, a project manager may need high-level SCE data collection on defense programs.
cost and schedule estimates to support conceptual
phase activities 3 to 5 years before the start of sys-
tem development, whereas a project manager eval- Summary of General Discussions
uating proposals during a source selection may
need detailed cost breakdowns of activities and It was found necessary to establish a common per-
schedules to determine the feasibility of alternative spective of the various SCE users and their needs
approaches. before focusing on the specific data collection is-

A draft military standard for software WBSs sues. This perspective is summarized in table 1,
and an associated DID to collect technical charac- which characterizes, functionally, the expected us-
teristics of software projects were made available ers of an SCE data base and the uses they would

Table 1

Use for the Monitor/

SCE data Inputs to assess
Early cost models on-going
high-level cost Detail cost. dev. cost. Evaluate Provide Use forFunctional schedule schedule, schedule, design life-cycle Future Evaluate SW Op:eration &

user of the SCE ' estimating risk risk options cost planning dev methods maintenance

Program/Project Manager * Summary •

Software Monitor •

*Software Developer •

Maintainer

*End User 0

1F

Research & Technical *
Evaluator

Cost Estimator S**

11
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have for the data. The functions listed are not nec- Although several software data bases exist to-
essarily mutually exclusive. (E.g., a cost estimator day, they are useless to most SCE users and re-
can reside within a project manager's office or in searchers because they lack homogeneity or are
an independent organization.) proprietary. Even though data needs vary among

An "X" in the table indicates a primary use for DOD organizations and among users within each
the data. For example, a project manager may use organization, a single, uniform approach to data
the SCE data base for high-level cost and schedule collection would allow data from all organizations to
estimates in the conceptual phase of the system life be combined for supporting research that will ben-
cycle. (The term "program manager" also includes efit all. In additior, a common set of tools to collect,
any planning organization involved with the project report, manage, and analyze the data could be
before a program office has been formed.) In the provided to contractors and DOD agencies. Uni-
development phase, the program manager would form methodology would also reduce the cost of
use data reported by contractors to r,easure cost/ data collection. A prerequisite to this is the use of
schedule performance and evaluate risk. If this common software terminology on all DOD pro-
data were reported against a standard software grams and uniform application of existing MIL-
WBS, it would contribute to a consistent data base STDs, such as MIL-STD-483, MIL-STD-490,
and allow the program manager to make compari- MIL-STD-1521 A, and the Joint Logistics Com-
sons against actual data from past programs. The mand's new MIL-STD-SDS.
project manager might also use summary data Recommendation 1.1 Establish a uniform
from the software monitors and cost estimators. method of SCE data collection to be used by

Table 2 shows who, when, and how often the DOD and industry on all DOD programs.
data base would be used. For example, the soft-
ware development organization could use it to pre- MIL-STD-881A, "Work Breakdown Structures for
pare cost and schedule estimates that would be Defense Materiel Items," the governing authority for
updated at program milestones. Similar information WBSs, is presently deficient with respect to soft-
would be used by the DOD software development ware. MIL-STD-881 A must be revised, or a new
monitors to evaluate the realism of proposals and MIL-STD created to clearly define work elements
later to measure contractor's progress. The data and address aspects of the system acquisition pro-
base would also allow the monitor to independently cess that are peculiar to software development. A
calculate the schedule and cost of the project. DID is also needed to define technical characteris-

tics of the software that drive development cost.
The only alternative would be to have government

'Tble 2_ monitors attempt to extract the needed information

When SCE Is Used in using existing DIDs. This would, in addition to be-
SCE User Life Cycle Frequency ing error prone and yielding second-hand, incon-

sistent information, waste considerable time. ItProgram Concept (planning). Monthly
Management proposal, development, would be more cost-effective to specify precisely

operation, maintenance the information needed in a DID and collect it di-
Software Proposal phase, devel- Major rectly from the software developers.
Monitor opment (SRR, PDR, Milestones Recommendation 1.2 Develop or modify a MIL-

CDR, POT/FQT, STD for a software WBS and establish a stand-Software 10C)Deveoper ard DID for collecting uniform SCE data.

Maintainer lOC to termination For Each
(ECPs) ECP Each DOD organization/agency responsible forResearch/ All data As required system acquisition needs to maintain an SCE data

Technical base for its own programs. However, the data
Evaluation bases should be compatible, so that they can be

combined to support SCE research across DOD.

12



The concept of standard SCE data collection advantageous to have DOD provide funding to
should be extended to include a common set of support its evaluation and refinement. This includes
automated tools provided to DOD organizations to funds to consolidate comments from reviewers, re-
manage their data bases. To make SCE data col- vise the documents, and support trial applications.
lection and management as painless as possible DOD should also provide funds to develop a com-
for defense contractors, they should be provided mon set of automated tools needed to collect, re-
with a similar set of tools. DOD should fund the de- port, and manage the SCE data. Further, DOD
velopment of such tools, and contractors should should form a work group of comptroller and SCE
report the data through an interface with the cogni- representatives from all services and agencies to
zant DOD agency's data base management sys- coordinate the standard data collection methodol-
tern. This will reduce cost and the potential for ogy and plan future enhancements.
error. Recommendation 1.6 Establish DOD funding for
Recommendation 1.3 Develop automated tools evaluation and enhancement of the SARE MIL-
to standardize the management of SCE data STD and DID approach to SCE data collection.
bases and the collection process.
Recommendation 1.4 Have the procuring agency CPCIs are the primary software products delivered
validate SCE data when it is reported and before on defense programs. They form the basis for func-
it is put into the data base. Only the procuring tional and performance allocations, interface
agency has the knowledge necessary to verify the control, detailed specification and design, develop-
reported data. ment, testing, and configuration management. As

such, they provide a solid definition of the software
Cursory review of the SARE documents indicates to be produced and are at an appropriate level of
that they provide a sufficient basis to begin the detail to support software cost estimation.
DOD standardization effort. The SARE report The SARE MIL-STD presently extends the soft-
should be circulated among DOD agencies, de- ware WBS below the CPCI level, down to the Com-
fense industry associations, and other interested puter Program Component (CPC) level. The SARE
organizations and individuals for review and WBS elements below the CPCI level should be pro-
comment. vided to contractors as models only. The contractor
Recommendation 1.5 Use the Software Acquisi- should be allowed to use any specific breakdown it
tion Resource Expenditure (SARE) Data Collec- wishes below the CPCIs, provided the activities in
tion Methodology as a tentative framework to aggregate correspond to the combined SARE
begin the SCE data standardization effort. The WBS elements. This will provide the contractor with
methodology is documented in ESD-TR-83-214, a model of an acceptable WBS it can use to fash-
AD A137 084, "Final Report: Software Acquisition ion its own low-level WBS elements, thereby assur-
Resource Expenditure (SARE) Data Collection ing uniform cost reporting without restricting the
Methodology," prepared by The MITRE Corpora- contractor to a single, rigid structure.
tion under contract to AFSC Electronic Systems When CPCIs are extremely large-in excess
Division (ESD) and dated December 1983. The of 50K lines of code-reporting at the CPC level,
report includes a proposed MIL-STD for software rather than the CPCI level, may be appropriate. In
WBSs and a DID that contains five forms for col- addition, collection of a limited number of CPC
lecting technical characteristics of the software and characteristics, primarily size and function, would
software development environment. The DID be useful to support software size estimation. The
includes the major parameters used by the cur- SARE DID presently contains such a data collec-
rently popular SCE models. tion form.

Recommendation 1.7 Collect SCE data at the
Although the SARE methodology is still under de- CPCI level using the SARE proposed MIL-STD
velopment and needs exposure and trial use be- for software WBSs.
fore it can approach its final form, it would be
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Creation of a MIL-STD and DID will require a
long time. In order to meet near-term SCE data
needs, a tri-service working group should be con-
vened within 90 days. Specifically, the group
should review the proposed SARE DID and deter-
mine a useful subset of data items that can be
uniformly collected on on-going and recently
completed programs at little or no additional con-
tract cost. It is recommended that data collection
begin by the second half of FY84.
Recomumendation 1.8 Establish a subset of SCE
data, using the SARE methodology as a basis,
within 90 days via a tri-service working group,
and begin near-term data collection.

Implications and Considerations

Group I recognizes that implementation of its rec-
ommendations will not be easy or convenient. As a
first hurdle, dear and unambiguous definitions of
every item in the WBS are needed to insure consis-
tent interpretation of collected SCE data. Second,
since the relevant data bases will contain classified
and/or proprietary information, steps must be taken
to restrict access to qualified personnel. Such re-
strictions can, in and of themselves, make the pro-
gram unwieldy, perhaps requiring that classified
material be handled in a separate data base. Addi-
tionally, where contractor proprietary information is
involved, it may be necessary to release only sum-
mary level information until a sufficient number of
projects are in the data base that no individual proj-
ect can be identified by its characteristics. Another
potential problem is that once a MIL-STD and DID
are instituted, it may not be possible to update
them rapidly enough to keep pace with technologi-
cal developments. Nonetheless, it is the consensus
of the group, that the above recommendations will
sufficiently enhance SCE data collection and man-
agement to justify their implementation.
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4 Working Group II

Integrating SCE With Program Management

Introduction Without traceability, there is no accountability.
Because nobody will be able to relate future results

Group I's primary conclusion was that SCE is gen- back to the current software cost estimate, it be-
erally not well integrated with program manage- comes too easy to arbitrarily adjust software esti-
ment (PM) in USAF software acquisitions. This is a mates to meet available budgets or competitive
major source of USAF's critical problems with soft- pressures.
ware project predictability and control. In reaching The government makes very early estimates
this conclusion, the group noted three principal ar- for the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) in
eas of concern: traceability, risk management, and order to get funding approved by Congress. The
SCE technology. For many acquisitions there is a personnel submitting the POM are under pressure
serious lack of traceability between initial SCEs, to provide an estimate that will ensure project ap-
proposal SCEs, program development budgets, proval. Experience to date has shown POM esti-
and cost-to-complete estimates. Moreover, both mates to be consistently low. The assumptions and
SCE and PM are compromised in effectiveness by constraints within which the estimates are made are

3 insufficient attention to software risk management. not made available either to the personnel devel-
The current state-of-the-art in SCE technology can oping the system specification or to the contractor
help PM appreciably, but further research and de- personnel proposing against the system specifica-
velopment is needed to make SCE models and tion. This provides the opportunity for wide and
techniques more responsive to PM needs. varied interpretations of the original scope of the

project.

Cost Traceability Recommendation 2.1 Establish a program to en-
and Cost aseline Management hance traceability between successive SCEs. Ele-
aaaments of this program would:
As explained below and illustrated in figure 1, the 9 Require estimators at all stages to provide a set
major difficulties in USAF software project predict- of common estimation inputs that can be used to
ability and control arise from the lack of traceability drive an appropriate set of software cost estimation
between successive estimates. Many software cost models.
estimates are developed throughout the life of a * Require revised inputs and estimates to be pre-
project. They support such activities as: pared at major project milestones or any time there
* Program Office Memorandum (POM) Budgeting is a change in budget, schedule, or product scope.
* Full-Scale Development (FSD) Budgeting e Establish and use a software Work Breakdown
e Proposal Cost Estimation Structure (WBS) to map estimates into program
" Contract Cost Negotiations management budgets.

" Track expenditures and progress vs. budgets
* * Projct Management Budgeting and plans via an earned value system or the
" Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) Budgeting equivalent.
" Estimate-to-Complete (ETC) Assessments e Minimize the instabilities of the traceability pro-

1I The SCE Traceability Problem cess via incremental development. (There should
F.Teitoebe a high threshold on accepting proposed

PC E, i Phf alH Contract changes that complicate cost/progress traceability
±= H S SC should be deferred to a subsequent increment.)

* No Traceability W- No Accountability
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This program should first be tested on a relatively The SCE staff should participate in the risk
small and short accuisition. After refinement, it identification by coordinating with system and soft-
could be applied to a sample of larger projects. Fi- ware design engineering organizations. The SCE
nally, refined yet further, it could be applied to all staff should participate in design reviews and ad
USAF software aquisitions. hoc risk reviews at the prime and subcontractor's
R.commendation 2.2 Obtain SCEs from a vari- facilities. It should be the task of the SCE staff to
ety of sources, e.g., independent costing office, answer all questions concerning the effects of
line organization, different cost models, different changes in manpower, approach, skill levels, capi-
estimation techniques. Pass on any assumptions tal resources, schedule, subcontractors, use of
and constraints embedded in earlier estimates management reserves, etc., that might be dictated
(e.g. POM) to subsequent estimators (e.g. by alternate strategies.
bidders). The SCE staff should closely support the PMO
Recommendation 2.3 To reduce the cost of low- in tracking the implementation of corrective actions
level cost and progress reporting, develop an au- and, as data becomes available, maintain a current
tomated planning and reporting system that is estimate of cost at completion.
flexible and matched to management needs. This The current source selection process often
automated system must provide traceability back forces the government to select from unrealistic
to SCE model results. cost proposals. The normal process is for two

teams, a technical evaluation team (JET) and a
cost evaluation team (CET), to accept or reject their

Risk Management respective parts of a proposal. Since the TET has
no access to the cost data and the CET is not qual-

Risk management uses planning, analysis, engi- ified to evaluate software development cost from a
neering, and program management to identify and technical point of view, the CET is forced to rate
eliminate sources of cost, schedule, or perfor- proposals on a lowest-bid basis. With individual
mance risk in the development and support of soft- companies all trying to "low-ball" a price for a pro-
ware. Because of the importance of software risk gram, an artificial downward pressure is placed on
management, a single focal point should be estab- all competitive price estimates.
lished in each Program Management Office (PMO) Recommendation 2.4 Develop and require a
to be responsible for this activity. A risk manage- standard format for disclosing the software cost-
ment plan should begin with the identification of ing methodology and rationale used by the con-
high risk elements. The plan should provide for the tractor. This standard format would become part of
tracking of these risks and for the development of the "Instructions to Bidders" in the RFP and the
alternate plans for responding to cost overruns (ac- software costing methodology and rationale would
tual or anticipated), schedule slips, and shortfalls in become part of the technical information disclosed.
performance. A key data input to the PMO soft- Such disclosure would allow qualified personnel to
ware risk manager is the SCE. The risk manage- evaluate the cost realism of the proposal. Better
ment plan should contain the baseline SCE with techniques for balancing costs and benefits in
risk assignment, i.e., most probable cost and maxi- source selection should be developed and used.
mum cost. SCEs for the risk management alterna-
tives should be developed as an aid to program Current software cost models are not responsive
management in making redirection decisions. An to the needs of management in executing risk
updated SCE should be prepared at all key pro- analysis.
gram decision points. The SCE model should be Recommendation 2.5 Develop software cost
used to determine how sensitive the software models with the capability of identifying and track-
development and support costs are to program ing software development risk. Ranges in esti-
changes. This information can be used as an aid mated software size and other cost drivers,
in selecting alternatives should redirection be hardware/software trade-offs, and varied software
required.
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development approaches such as structured de- Initial cost estimates may err by as high a fac-
sign, walk-throughs, prototyping, independent tor as 16. From so shaky a beginning, proper pro-
verification and validation, etc., should be ac- gram planning and control is difficult to establish.
commodated in the SCE model. Software cost estimation models should be applica-

ble far earlier in the life cycle than they are at
Cost overruns result when software cost commit- present and should limit the range of error to per-
ments are established without a good understand- haps 3. One useful method might be to reprogram
ing of system requirements. Competitive concept existing models to accept the cost of a project and
definition contracts and software prototyping are produce a set of parameters that could be opti-
means of defining the requirements and deferring mized in different ways for the same cost. Examin-
full development cost commitments until the nature ation of the parameters might lead to a determin-
of the desired end product is well understood. ation of whether or not the target cost can be
Recommendaton 2.6 Require more realistic realized.
budgetary estimates along with their basis-of- Recommendation 2.7 Apply adequate R&D re-
estimate justification. Validate budgetary esti- sources to determine the earliest time at which
mates by analogy and other accepted estimating cost estimation techniques can replace seat-of-
methods before use in POMs. the-pants estimates and to identify and quantify

the significant cost estimators that will be avail-
Summary able at that time. Since some of the most effective
Integrating the SCE function into the risk manage- cost drivers are very difficult to estimate early (e.g.mntgrting thoSCE funti intofictis, manaa- source lines of code), new estimators, such as ap-ment process through the identification, quantifica- plication type, software quality requirement, or func-

tion, and tracking of risk and of risk resolution tion points, that can be used in an early phase

effectiveness should lead to an improved software needito t cneed i

product on schedule and at minimum cost. R&D in- need to be considered.
vestment to improve the capability of the SCE
models to track and quantify risk is encouraged. Even when SCE models are used after sufficientThe risk management policy recommended by data is obtained, the manager's confidence in the
the recent USAF/SAB Monterey Summer Study on accuracy of the results is often low. Unfortunately,Software Acquisition provides a sound framework there is some justification for this attitude. Currentfor implementing these recommendations. It is fur- models show different effects for factors that shouldther endorsed by this Working Group. remain constant across contractor or applicationt boundaries. One extreme example is the different

effect on project effort that several models predict
SCE Technology for a schedule expansion. While the Deep Space

Network (DSN), Jensen, and SLIM models predict
Actual use of an SCE model by program man- that project effort will decrease indefinitely with a
agers depends on the degree to which they trust schedule expansion, the COCOMO and Price-S
the model and the degree to which it satisfies their models predict an eventual increase in project ef-
information requirements. To this end, a number of fort. Until models reach a consensus concerning
significant improvements in SCE technology are gross project behavior, their results will continue to
needed. Greater accuracy must be achieved, and be treated with skepticism.
earlier applicability in the life cycle is needed. In ad- Recommendation 2.8 Continue to fund research
dition, better communication must be established, for the development and validation of SCE
both among the different models and between models. Government and industry must cooper-
DOD and industry. Finally, the models should sup- ate in the requesting, gathering, analysis, and re-
port analyses aimed at projecting the impact of porting of SCE data. This includes an agreement
contemplated changes in program goals or the of what cost data should be gathered and how
means used to implement them. the information should be stored and used. For

example, collected data must not divulge a con-
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tractor's proprietary information, yet it must provide R acomndation 2.10 Develop SCE models re-
enough information to let government agencies jus- sponsive to the need for project managers to
tify the contractor's cost. Collected data must also make trade-off decisions. Models should be able
provide information to a central repository - for to trade off factors such as:
example, the Data Analysis Center for Software 9 Incremental vs. one-time development
(DACS) at RADC - for aggregation into a software * Prototyping vs. MIL-STD specification
cost data base for nationwide use.a rtypnvsMISTsecfaio

c Redevelopment vs. reuse of previously devel-

The availability of several different SCE models is oped software
* Nominal schedule vs. compressed schedule vs.

generally perceived as both necessary and benefi-

cial since it permits the selection of a model on the extended schedule

basis of application domain or project phase. How- e Capability (reliability, function, maintainability) vs.
ever, to realize these advantages, common and cost
consistent definitions of model parameters, terms, * Methodology (unit test vs. code inspection, De-
and outputs must be achieved. That is, there must Marco vs. Yourdon design techniques, SREM vs.
be common understanding of lines of code, man- MIL-STD B5 specifications, etc.)
months, development phase, complexity, and the Further, SCE models should provide such program
like. management needs as estimates of effort distribu-
Recommendation 2.9 Establish a joint industry- tion by phase, activity, and labor grade. They need
government task force to propose a set of stand- to be accurate within the program's domain of ap-
ardized definitions for the cost-estimation area plicability, and easy to calibrate or tailor to particu-
and seek a public consensus on those definitions. lar application domains.
Once agreement has been reached, the relation-
ships between models whose parameters have
been redefined to the consensus view should be
examined. Definitions of SCE model inputs and
outputs, life cycle phases, cost drivers, and Work
Breakdown Structure elements should be covered.
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5 Working Group HI

Organization and Performance of Software Cost Estimation (SCE)

Summary and requires that the estimator know precisely what
information is needed and to what order of accu-

Recommendations related to the organization and racy. The dependence of SCEs on application and
performance of the SCE function are presented in environmental factors requires that a model be cali-
three subsections: brated to a given estimating situation and that its
* Organizational Structure and Personnel performance be validated for its intended use.
Requirements
* The Acquisition Process and Project Data Organiationa Structure
Requirements for SCE and Personnel Requirements
• Tools and Techniques

Software cost estimation for mission-critical sys- Creating a Separate Identity
tems is hampered by a lack of organizational focus.
Software costing is often delegated to a group that Software costs, once treated as incidental, are be-
does many kinds of cost estimating. The beginning coming a very significant, if not overriding, concern
point for better SCE is to give it more status by rec- in the cost estimating community. Within Air Force
ognizing it as a separate technical discipline worthy Systems Command (AFSC), for example, software
of investment in facilities and training, and of a per- comprises 55-70% of the aquisition costs of many
manent place in the organization. This will help to weapon systems. To gain control over software
attract the talent that SCE requires. It also creates costs, management must be willing to dedicate re-
an identifiable resource for other elements in the or- sources to software cost estimating.
ganization and establishes a repository for accumu- Recommendation 3.1 Give responsibility for soft-
lated knowledge in the field, thus providing a ware cost estimation to a separate group of
foundation for future improvement. personnel.

Current practice has the system developer
make either routine or special requests for SCE This group can be a part of the existing cost esti-
without specifying precisely what is needed, often mation organization or exist within the program
ignoring possible incompatibility of the request with management organization itself; but it must be ded-
the information needed to provide it. Possibly, addi- icated exclusively to software cost estimating. Only
tional information could be given to the estimator specialists, dedicated to the discipline and allowed
by the developer if the need were known. It is, time to pursue it can hope to keep up with the
therefore, incumbent on the SCE organization to great mass of software research currently being
obtain from the system developer a precise state- conducted. Data must be collected and maintained
ment of needed support and, in turn, to specify to in order to calibrate, validate, and update existing
the system developer the data that must be pro- estimating tools (Price-S, Jensen, COCOMO, etc.),
vided to accomplish this support, as well as to develop new ones.

Consideration of tools and techniques for SCE To function effectively, a group of this type
must be preceded by an understanding of the must be able to analyze, evaluate, and develop siz-
application. Three basic functions that impose re- ing of software efforts; must have familarity with ex-
quirements on the tools are: Independent Cost isting estimation tools and the results they deliver;
Estimates, Audits, and Baseline Cost Estimates. must be able to collect and maintain a software
These functions have different requirements for data base and perform literature research. Neces-
cost information and are usually performed by dif- sarily then, it will draw on multiple disciplines.
ferent groups operating in different environments A multi-disciplinary software cost estimating
with different estimating data at their disposal. group will also be particularly valuable in providing

Since a large selection of adequate tools exists management recommendations. Having detailed
for making SCEs, the problem is generally that of knowledge of a software effort and the proper exer-
choosing one appropriate for a given situation. Tool cise of estimating tools, the group will be able to
selection depends on a number of considerations recommend trade-offs and cost control measures.
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In addition, it could supply expertise in the areas of Recommendation 3.7 Prepare a new cost esti-
contracting (i.e. contract types based on risks in- mate for any significant change in software
volved) and program management. requirements.
Recommendation 3.2 Minimum staffing for a
software cost estimation group is a software engi- Data Requirements
neer, a cost-estimating specialist, and a third spe- The software cost estimating process requires cer-
cialist for data collection, data-base management, tai programmatic data. This data should allow the
and literature research, estimator to determine the tools and techniques re-
Career Path quired to capture the cost of the software develop-

ment. The estimating procedure should utilize prior
One of the challenges facing the DOD cost-analy- project information for arriving at a given estimate
sis community is development of skilled personnel - if reestimation is done after SRR, then project
in software engineering. Current personnel assign- expenditure until SRR shall be considered by the
ment policies are not responsive to this end. Pro- model for cost reestimation.
gram managers whe successfully acquire SCE Recommendation 3.8 Provide a software Work
personnel do so on the basis of personal familiarity Breakdown Structure (WBS) and a work schedule
with well-trained, exceptional individuals, to the cost estimator.
Recommendation 3.3 Establish a career path in
software management within DOD. Configuration Management,

Quality Assurance, and Independent

The Acquisition Process Verification and Validation

and Project Data Requirements Configuration Management (CM), itself essential for
for SCE successful system development, is also part of the

project cost burden. For example, a change in a
The Acquisition Process software baseline configuration would demand a

new cost estimate, which, in turn, imposes its ownand Its Impact on SCE costs on the project. Additional costs also result

The existing procurement process for major sys- from Quality Assurance (QA), which is obviously
tems treats software at a lower level of detail than necessary, and Independent Verification and Vali-

in the time phas- dation (IV&V), which leads to early error iden-
hardwwae. The inherent difference itre a tification and may in the long run reduce test,
ing of hardware and software expenditures along integration, and overall life cycle costs. Thus, the
with the emergence of software as a dominant cost price of CM, QA, and IV&V can legitimately be re-
item require that this practice be changed. For ex- garded as an investment in improved software
ample, software go/no-go decisions are made at quality and reduced life cycle costs.
various times during or after PDR. Up to 50% of Recommendation 3.9 Anticipate the activities re-
the software project dollars may have been spent quired for CM, QA, and IV&V in detail and in-
by this time, compared with 10-20% for hardware. clude their costs in the SCE.
Recommendation 3.4 Have program managers
treat software at the same level of detail as We note, in passing, that since company manage-
hardware. ment style often has a signficant impact on a proj-
Recommendation 3.5 Estimate software develop- ect, some means should be found to allow for this
ment costs periodically during the concept phase in a software cost estimate. It is assumed that a
as well as at SRR, SDR, PDR, and CDR competent cost-management system would allow

for cost estimation as well as cost tracking and pro-
Recommendation 3.6 Establish a separate DOD vide an audit trail, no matter how large the project.
regulation calling for review or audit of software
progress at various milestones, thereby making
the software "visible" to the program office.
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Tools and Techniques Independent Software Cost Estimates

SCE Environment There are currently two major problems with Inde-
pendent Software Cost Estimates (ISCEs): they are

The application of SCE for embedded systems usually not truly independent of the project; and no
should occur in an environment represented by fig- guidelines exist for doing them. The ISCE group
ure 2. The overseer agency is the customer or an should operate in a framework that includes the
agency authorized by the customer to represent overseer agency (e.g. ESD) and the project; but, to
the customer's interests. The project is the contrac- ensure an independent estimate, it should be as
tor or the government program office (depending separate and self-contained as possible. For in-
on the contract phase) that develops the initial stance, the ISCE group might be an outside con-
SCE. The independent source may be another pro- tractor hired by the overseer agency, or another
gram office or an independent contractor. The proj- group - perhaps a different project, using person-
ect is responsible for the initial BSCE and reports nel with similar expertise - within the same organi-
the results to the overseer agency. The overseer zation. Greater independence, of course tends to
agency is responsible for the generation of Inde- reduce bias, but there are limits to the amount of
pendent Software Cost Estimates (ISCEs), perform- independence an ISCE group can have and still
ing audits, and resolving differences in estimates to fully understand the technical aspects of the
arrive at a refined BSCE. The overseer agency can project.
contract for this work internally or externally. If the The ISCE group should receive the inputs it
work is done internally, figure 2 becomes simpli- needs directly from the overseer agency, not from
fied, as the parts shown as dashed lines are the project, although the inputs might conceivably
eliminated. originate there. To ensure comparability of the ISCE

and BSCE, the same inputs, e.g., WBS, should be
Figue 2 used for both. These inputs must be sufficiently de-
Organizational Relationships tailed, otherwise the ISCE group may be forced to
for SCE do design work to establish the criteria it will use for

estimation. (Having inputs reviewed by another
project with similar software experience will help to

Overseer improve their quality.) The ISCE group should ana-
SCE Results Agency SCE Results lyze the inputs for validity and possible cost implica-

Inputs (SPO. AC, .... tions. The overseer agency should serve as the
for, idepndnvehicle by which the ISCE group makes its inputf Independent SCE needs known to the project. Neither the overseer•Audit

Final Baseline SCE agency nor the project should provide the ISCE
group with any direction concerning methodology.

To perform its own ISCE, the overseer agency
needs to impose on itself the same requirements
and procedures that would be used on an inde-

Proiect Independent pendent organization. This means that the overseer
(SPO. Contractor .... ) Source agency must have the expertise to perform the

(Different SPO, ISCE and that the data and information needed for
* Baseline SCE Different Contractor) the ISCE must not be changed by the overseer's

Independent SCE ability to find out in detail what the project is doing.
Recommendation 3.10 Establish guidelines for
the performance of Independent SCEs (ISCEs),
paying particular attention to ensure that the
ISCE is truly independent, impartial, and fair,
and, at the same time, relevant to the project.
Recommendation 3.11 The Baseline SCE
(BSCE) and ISCE shall contain a basic estimate
as well as alternative estimates based on varia-
tions in assumptions or design methodologies.
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Audit made at conceptual design to be related to their
impacts on costs "downstream." The BSCE should

Audit takes on two broad aspects in software cost be compatible with incremental development
estimation. First, it supports management's role in activities.
comparing an ISCE with the BSCE. Second, it eval- The method by which the BSCE is established
uates and validates the BSCE. Either aspect of the is dependent on the phase of development. The
audit requires expert personnel and independence type and amount of data available during the con-
comparable to that required for the ISCE itself. ceptual phase will determine which software cost
ISCE and audit are distinguished by the fact that model will be used, or even if a model will be used
the latter uses less in the way of resources. Further, at all. As the software development proceeds from
audit evaluates existing estimates without generat- PDR to CDR to coding, parameters such as lines
ing new data. To audit properly, the overseer of code, number of modules and their interfaces,
agency must be able to understand the relation- and the complexity are better defined and quanti-
ships between the estimates and either resolve the fied. This may lead to the selection of new models.
differences, accept the differences, or develop a As the development process goes from one stage
position on separate factors. Finally, by combining to the next, the precision of estimating the future
the various factors into a bottom-line cost, the over- cost improves. In many instances the initial BSCE is
seer should be able to generate an acceptable and the negotiated value (contract target cost) between
supportable BSCE. The overseer agency may also SPO and contractor. This value should then be
have to decide if the project estimate and ISCE are traceable, from an auditing viewpoint, to all the
so divergent that one or both have to be redone. identified WBS tasks. This assumes the WBS is suf-

An audit of the project's BSCE can involve any ficiently detailed, not just in levels, but to account
or all of: review of assumptions, evaluation of the for the various stages of software development (A
design, reviews of historical calibration data, review Spec to B5 to C5, etc.).
of model selection, validation of parametrics, etc. Upon the establishment of the BSCE, the
Primary benefit can be received by the review of deviations in terms of cost and schedule per-
assumptions, design considerations, and alterna- formance can then be expressed in terms of vari-
tives. Assuming that the project organization has ance analyses, allowing the customer's manage-
performed an honest and expert analysis, made ment to make decisions regarding performance
good use of historical data, and selected a proper trade-offs, schedule changes, etc. Provided that thJ
model, etc., additional alternatives, missed assump- BSCE is sufficiently detailed, changes in require-
tions, and additional design considerations can be ments in terms of added or deleted scope can be
identified by the overseer. Further changes to the more efficiently processed and incorporated to
BSCE may result from looking at how historical yield a new BSCE. The short-term gain is a more
data and considerations of analogous projects accurate estimate of the project cost, since more
were applied. data is available. The long-term gain is that the
Recommendation 3.12 Establish guidelines for "downstream" data base for the total project now
the Audit process to ensure as accurate a BSCE includes this new information in sufficient detail for
as possible. management interpretation.

As the name implies, the BSCE is a baseline
Baseline Software Cost Estimate for management to measure performance. How it

The purpose of the BSCE is to provide a current is derived and to what precision is contingent on
description of a software project in terms of cost, two points: (1) when estimates are made in the life

schedule, and technical performance. Maintaining cycle, and (2) what data are available. The avail-
the BSCE is a continuous activity within the over- ability of detailed data, provided it is not cost pro-

seer agency. It begins with the initial BSCE and hibitive, can serve to make the BSCE a dynamic
continues with updates throughout the various entity with an ever-improving accuracy.

stages of development and deployment. This man- Recommendation 3.13 Establish a BSCE for
agement tool is associated with DODI (Department each definable phase in the life cycle of a project.ag ..eensentruct. To ensure traceability through later phases of the~~~~of Defense Instruction) 7000.2, 'Performance Mea- rir't cI--rrtinfth nitrlln\ n

surement for Selected Acquisitions." A BSCE com- project, a description of the methodology and as-

ponent should be established for each phase of sumptions used should be incorporated into each
the life cycle. This will allow the effects of trade-offs BSCE.
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Validation and Calibration must be broken down to, say, the CPCI or compo-
nent level. Whatever the case, the selected model

At specified milestones in the life cycle (or when- must be capable of providing the requested infor-
ever significant changes in the project occur, e.g., mation to the required level of detail.
changes in software requirements or the develop- The second criterion is that the model must be
ment environment), revised software cost estimates capable of the accuracy required by the requesting
should be developed. These should be based on organization. An estimate for a POM submission
the most current information available for model in- will differ greatly in its need for accuracy from an
put variables. The revised input data can be used estimate performed following the conceptual stages
in the same model or in a new model that is more of the development process. Models are often
appropriate to the current point in the life cycle. If used in environments that differ considerably from
actual costs-to-date are in reasonable agreement those in which they were calibrated. As the need
with the prior estimate for this point in the life cycle, for accuracy increases, so does the need to call-
this is a validation of the model and its parameters. brate the model to the environment for which it

If unreasonable discrepancies occur between will be used. Attention must also be paid to the
the actual cost and the estimate of cost, one must data used in the original calibration to determine
seriously consider the need for calibrating or fine whether it is possible to account for cost drivers
tuning the SCE model. Calibration can be based unique to a project. A need for great accuracy also
on objective statistical methodologies (e.g., regres- increases the amount and detail of information re-
sion analysis) or can be more subjective in nature quired by the estimator. It may also be necessary
(e.g., slight adjustments to model parameters to have multiple groups participate, each generat-
based on experience and judgement). If for the ing an independent estimate. As the required accu-
same software system, calibration is significant or racy increases, the evaluation of the associated
must be employed frequently during the life cycle, risks must also be considered.
one must seriously question the appropriateness of The final criterion for model selection is the
the current model and search for a better one. inputs available to the estimators. These will invari-
Secom endation 3.14 Validate SCE models ably affect the value of the information the sponsor-
and, if necessary, recalibrate them as a project ing organization gets. The inputs available over the
progresses and more data becomes available, life cycle will also vary considerably between proj-
Frequent need for recalibration should be consid- ects. Sizeable differences in available inputs will
ered grounds for questioning the accuracy or most likely occur in the conceptual stages of the life
appropriateness of the model. cycle. For first-of-a-kind systems, the number of in-

puts available will undoubtedly be smaller than for
a system undergoing an upgrade.

Criteria for Model Selection Recommendation 3. 15 Establish guidelines for
each SCE organization to ensure choosing SCE

One of the more critical tasks facing an organiza- models that are accurate and appropriate. Where
tion responsible for SCE is that of model selection. possible, models should be rated for their precision
All too often, an organization relies on a single and level of detail. In particular, since models tend
model. The consequence of such practice may be to be highly sensitive to the number of inputs avail-
the generation of an estimate that is inaccurate not able, this parameter should be stressed.
because the model is flawed, but because it is in-
appropriate. Good criteria for model selection are
needed to avoid such problems. Shortcomings

The information need of the organizational ele-
ment requesting the software cost estimate repre- There are many shortcomings in current software
sents the first criterion for considering which model costing methodology. Notable examples are, first,
to select. What is the level of detail required by the the inability of most models to handle system inte-
sponsor of the cost estimate? The estimator needs gration, and, second, the inability to determine siz-
to know whether the estimate required is for the ing parameters very early in the life cycle. The
complete life cycle cost or simply for the cost of costs associated with the integration and testing of
maintaining an operational system for some period software components when they are combined into
of time. It may be that the required information software systems, and of integrating software with

hardware are not given visibility in most models.
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Some of these costs may be included in the WBS
for a "standard" development, but they cannot be
varied to take into account the peculiarities of the
particular system being costed. For example, the
cost of integrating two subsystems developed at
two separate sites cannot be distinguished from the
cost of developing the entire system at one site, al-
though, presumably, the integration costs for the
two approaches would be considerably different.

Although it is advantageous to do software
costing very early in the software life cycle, the ba-
sis for doing so is limited. The problem is that im-
portant design and implementation decisions have
not yet been made. In the absence of a system de-
sign, it is hard to predict the size of code to be de-
veloped. Research is in progress on calculating
software size on the basis of functions to be per-
formed. This work has value as a cross-check on
other predictors of size, and its outcome should be
interesting. It would seem, nonetheless, that accu-
rate prediction of software size must depend on the
existence of a software design. Many of the new
software development techniques will alleviate
this situation to a degree, in that they reduce the
number of unknowns earlier in the life cycle. Tech-
niques such as reusable code, prototyping, incre-
mental development, high-level languages, and
application generators all reduce the amount of new
design necessary at each development step. As
the number of unknowns decreases, the error in
the cost estimate of a program should as well.
Recomuendation 3.16 Encourage and continue
research to formulate methodology for SCE as
early in the life cycle of software as possible. As
new techniques for software development come
into use, they should be examined to determine
how much their characteristics can promote early,
accurate SCE.
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6 Working Group IV

New Directions in Software Cost Estimation

Alternate Approaches of these) that can be altered by curve fitting. This,
unfortunately, yields no better than a first-order

"Dynamic-Process" Models model and steady-state solutions. Transients, such

Current software cost estimation models are static, as changes in requirements after project inception,

meaning they attempt to predict project schedule are not allowed; each stage looks for a local mini-

and cost as a function of estimated product size, mum cost to each parameter rather than a global

available technology, etc., through time-invariant re- minimum to the whole software development, and

lationships. It may be useful to model the software no cost feedback is returned during the project to

life cycle process as a system itself, using a sim- improve these estimates.

ulation tool that captures dynamic (time-varying) Current parametric models fit data by minimiz-
relationships life ing the cost estimate, using only first order terms.representing the software life cycle system in a These models can be improved by adding "mov-

manner that includes component processes, dy- ing average" forms that smooth the data. The para-

namic causal relationships between processes, and metrics can also be organized differently.

feedback, the user can: Assume the following work breakdown struc-

9 predict the behavior of the software production ture (VBS):

system as a function of time; 00 Software Cost

e predict the effects of possible changes in such 01 R&D Cost

factors as requirements, environment, or system 011 Requirements Definition
delays; and 012 IV&V Expenditure

predict the effects of proposed policy changes. 02 Acquisition Cost
One methodology well suited to implementa- 021 Tool Development (compilers, etc.)

" tion of the software life cycle simulation tool is the 022 S/W Test
mathematics of control theory. This technique is ap-
plicable to analysis of behavior patterns. Hopefully,
it will prove applicable to point prediction as well, if
the software life cycle system is analyzed at a suffi-
cient level of detail. A current strategy uses linear regression on
c l tparameters (such as lines of code in the compiler
Altepatives to Data-Based Analyses for 021) to determine a "minimal" or actual cost,
Current, mthen modifies that value by a curve - the learning
Currently, most software cost analyses use re- curve for the new language. For each element of
corded historical data. It is also possible to use the WBS, cost estimation is accomplished by an
conceptual models and understanding held in the appropriate linear regression. These WBS costs
minds of experts who can deal with the system un- can then be aggregated and modified if necessary.
Sder analysis intuitively. This information includes not taking into account their interactions, by curve fit-
only the system definition and its past behavior, but ting techniques.
also feedback and some of the relationships be- An alternate strategy is to organize the WBS
tween pairs of system variables. Techniques exist major elements into state vectors. Each vector has
to elicit, quantify, and validate this information, an associated statistical weight that can vary in
which can be applied to both static and dynamic- time. The cost equation then roughly resembles the
process models. Ricatti equation. The individual state vectors can be

Although feedback can be dealt with directly in estimated via linear regression as before, or other
simulation models, it is not yet used in parametric techniques can be used. The gains now are not
cost modeling. Currently, parametric cost estima- constants, but statistical weights that can vary in
tion revolves around linear regression on historic time, or over application type. This approach looks
data (parameters such as number of inputs, num- at the entire vector space as an irregular nth-order
ber of files, number of lines of code, or logarithms surface.
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The analysis problem now is to find a region The Impact of Emerging Technologies
of global minimization. A typical control theory ap-
proach is to optimize on one of the state vectors Introduction
while holding the others constant. For example, New technologies that impact software develop-
in the optimization of a missile trajectory, one can ment cost can be divided into two categories ac-
first minimize rate of fuel consumption, then path cording to the way they affect SCE. Some have
length, then weight distribution, and finally control. such sweeping effects that they dictate the use of

Such an approach will find the most sensitive state new methodology. Others are more easily handled,
vector in the model. Feedback gains are then ini- in that they merely give rise to new values in the
tially calculated to achieve minimum cost or opti- parameters of existing SCE models.
mum performance.

In a sampled system, such as cost estimates Methodology Drivers
with periodic feedback via costs from a WBS, costs
can be accumulated on a scheduled basis and There are two major technologies that will have a
used to adjust the gain figures. This method as- significant impact on the methods used in software
sumes linearity and statistical independence among costing. These are Artifical Intelligence (AI) and dis-
the model state vectors. It may not be possible to tributed development workstations.
measure values that are indeed independent. In The Al (or knowledge-based systems) develop-
this case simulation modeling, where the context ment environment is radically different from the tra-
of the model changes as more becomes known ditional one. Al development groups are expected
about the inputs, is a more feasible model- to implement software in a less formal, more evolu-
development strategy. Both optimal control and tionary manner than current cost-estimation models
dynamic-process modeling provide for adaptation and techniques can represent. The interactions be-
to new inputs (changes in requirements) and allow tween developer and user and between developer
for feedback into the model such that costs may be and source(s) to define the knowledge bas, vre .
controlled as well as estimated. pected to be more dominant than in preerit soft-
Recommendation 4.1 Investigate control-theory ware development projects. Also, the degree of
or simulation-modeling techniques for modeling testing required to guarantee proper system per-
the software-development process as a system in formance is not directly related to functional require-
order to determine if a dynamic (time-varying) ments. These differences will require a reformula-
model can be applied to SCE. Such a model tion of the estimation models. If, since Al model in-
might satisfy the following requirements: put parameters are still undefined, we use source
* mapping to historic data; lines of code (SLOC) from standard software devel-• allowing changing and behavioral inputs; opment as a guide, we might project that factorssuch as the number of data items and the number
* accomodating a WBS; of logical inference rules will become the Al devel-
9 improving prediction estimates of a standard opment model inputs.
model; Recommendation 4.2 Determine if the number of
o improving accuracy in dynamic environments; data items and the number of logical inference
and rules can be used as a replacement for source
* providing engineering trade-offs such as devel- lines of code in SCE for artificial intelligence
opment vs. maintenance without noticeably in- systems.
creasing the complexity of the model's input
data base. The isolated workstation (lone programmer) con-

cept that has recently resurfaced as part of a dis-
tributed workstation concept meant to improve
software productivity creates a different set of esti-
mation problems. The major problem is that the
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lone programmer, a statistical sample of one, limits Distributed processing software may be re-
the ability to estimate the development schedule presented in the models by a larger complexity
and cost within an acceptable variance, variable.

Firmware technology (existing as well as
Parametric Drivers emerging) requires adjustment of parametric vari-

ables to account for increased costs of testing, andSom e of the em erg ing technolog ies ca n be repre-vei ca on nd al at n, w n s a d rd of a e
sented in current parametric software cost estima- verification and validation, when standard software
tion models by simply using new values for existing cost estimation models are used. Hardware costs
input parameters such as size, complexity, applica- can be estimated by using standard techniques.
tion, and environment. These technologies include The wide variation of impact on firmware mainte-
Ada programming and its support environment, nance due to development styles must be noted.
programming via application generators and very Some developers test and document firmware to ahigh-level languages (VHLs), the use of a program greater degree than they would straight software
design language (PDL), the programming of dis- deliverables, thereby improving reliability and easetributed processing systems, and firmware of maintenance. But others document less (provid-technology. ing, sometimes, as little as a bit map), anticipatingIn the case of Ada, several factors will compli- maintenance to be a throw-away-and-re-do activity.cate the revaluation of model parameters; it is rec- Mapping these technologies into new valuesommended that these be considered, validated, for existing models' parameters cannot always be
and calibrated. First, because Ada is so radically done immediately. In many cases, further data
different from FORTRAN, COBOL, et. al, the learn- must be collected. This is true for the impact of the
ing curve for it will rise more slowly. Next, allow- Ada programming language on productivity - the
ance must be made for the availability, maturity, first significant entries for a new data base are not
and commonality of the Ada Programming Support yet available. For VHLs, the data to be collected
Environment (APSE). must reveal not only productivity ratios (e.g., will

Newly emerging application generators and five lines of a new VHL be written at the rate of one
VHLs should primarily affect the productivity vari- line of FORTRAN?), but the degree of functionality
ables in standard models. For size-driven paramet- carried (i.e., how much of the requirements specifi-
ric models, VHLs can be characterized by scaling cation is now programmed by these five lines of
the size variable (e.g., by letting one line in VHL VHL?).
equal five lines in FORTRAN). We would expect New definitional issues and data collection
such a re-scaling also to represent the lower costs must also be carried out in order to relegate the
due to reduced errors in the implementation and use of PDL to parametric cost modeling. Earlier
improvements in locating and removing errors. studies provided values for adjusting the output of

Since PDL usage implies earlier detection of parametric models according to the environmental
errors and better definition of functional require- variable, "use of modern programming practices"
ments, testing requirements should decrease for a either as yes, no, or degree of use. But that is no
giens leelio reiabiimty. P ould ecnsee a longer satisfactory for structured analysis and de-given level of reliability. PDL can be considerted for sign. New data collection is needed to isolate PDLby changes in the environment variable, in terms of utilization from the "use of modern programmingthe software development environment, or the envi- practices" aggregate, especially to reveal whetherronment in which the software will be utilized. Since the cost savings is accounted for by less testing,
the operating environment will demand a certain fewer errors, and/or more efficient re-work of de-
level of reliability and testing, the effect of PDL us- sign activities.
age can be represented by adjusting the variable
that describes the specification environment, and/or
modifying the extent of the testing phase to reflect
the greater efficiency of analysis and design.
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Non-Impacting Technologies Such cost analyses can employ measures
such as function counts, interface counts, number

The group consensus is that VLSI will have no of requirements, test counts, etc. Every software
apparent impact on software cost estimation meth- system has several levels of function elaboration.
odology. Constraints of speed, function, and com- Hence, one should be able to produce an estimate
plexity will be handled on the chip and not with the based on the number of "boxes" at a certain level
software. of abstraction. The objective is to link a quantitative

Fault-tolerant software development is ex- measure of requirements to the cost of effecting the
pected to impact cost estimation only minimally, requirements.
Some consideration must be given to the additional Recozmmendation 4.4 Use quantitative measures
coding needed to achieve such protection, the of requirements, derived from PSLIPSA, SADT,
more extensive testing performed, and the V&V data flow diagrams, or other tools, as input to theactivity. SCE process.
Recommendation 4.3 Collect further data for SEpoesRecommendation 4.5 Establish relationships be-
emerging technologies in order to develop new tween the functions identified during functional
values for existing model parameters.The follow- decomposition of systems and SLOC.
ing must be resolved:
9 The impact of the Ada programming language
and the Ada Programming Support Environment Software Upgrades
(APSE) on productivity;
* The productivity improvement and functionality Software upgrades go by different names and dit-
per line of code for very-high-level languages; fer radically in character and extent. Table 3 indi-
* The impact on cost savings when using a PDL; cates various types of upgrades and the major

* Whether increased complexity variables can be elements that are usually changed during the
course of the upgrade. Certain factors or sources

used to represent distributed processing systems; of change can become dominant cost drivers in a
0 The impact on test, V&V, and maintenance costs given upgrade, e.g.,
for firmware developments. * Quality of existing documentation

o Degree of structure within the existing software
Alternatives to Source Lines design
of Code * Knowledge of the functionality of existing poten-

tially reusable software.
To facilitate accurate and timely SCE, it is neces- * Knowledge of the new language

sary to identify the requirements to be satisfied and 9 Degree of test/retest required

the software product to be developed as early as

possible and in a more quantitative, concrete fash- e Knowledge of the new hardware/operating
ion. Most often, cost estimation methodologies use system/utilities/tools, etc.
SLOC as a measure of the product size. However, 9 Understanding of the new functionality and how
we should focus on the information available at the it relates to the existing functionality.
time we are making the estimate. In the early con- * Capabilities of, maturity, documentation, and
ceptual stages, this known information relates more ease of use of the selected off-the-shelf (OTS) soft-
strongly to requirements or function. One problem ware packages, e.g., data-base management sys-
is to identify these known entities. Another is to tems (DBMSs).
identify a measure of user needs that is under- * Scale of the overall upgrade.
standable by both user and developer for use in Some of these factors and sources of change
software cost estimation. A third problem is using can be translated into SLOC or other standard
the estimate for early cost trade-offs of system
capabilities.
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model factors; however, they tend to be highly sub- Recomme ndation 4.6 Gather and analyze appli-
jective, based on little experience and no calibra- cable experience data and case studies for soft-
tion. For example, effects of the use of software ware upgrades to see what the key factors were
packages have not been extensively reported or that affected costs and schedules.
analyzed, and are hard to translate into SLOC- Recommendation 4.7 Modify existing models for
oriented models. use in upgrade projects by defining new model

parameters (or recombining or rescaling existing

Table 3 model parameters) to account for key upgrade
Software Upgrade factors.
Categories Recommendation 4.8 Develop new models spe-

cifically tailored to software upgrade projects.

0 0
= .' o=

Upgrade .5 =Level __ Q X 0

Enhancement No () No No No
Conversion No Maybe Maybe Maybe

(2) (2)
AdaptationNo No Yes Yes
Modification Yes No No No
Modernization Yes Maybe Yes Yes
Reuse Yes N°  No Yes

Notes (1) Enhancement is herein taken to imply revision to a oro-
gram for the purpose of its running more efficiently

(2) Conversion may affect either a change of language or
a change of hardware. or both

The architecture of the new system is greatly
41. affected by the extent of new requirements (added

SLOC) and by the reusability of existing code and
by the use of OTS packages (reduced effective
SLOC). Likewise, the required level and extent of

4 development and integration test varies widely
across upgraded systems. These factors cause
great divergence in the standard cost breakouts
built into existing models (e.g., 40% design, 20%
coding, 40% test), and in the schedules derived
from the estimates of man-month requirements.
Models notwithstanding, it has been suggested that
upgrades be treated as new developments when-
ever they exhibit "enough" sheer scale, degree of
added requirements, and/or degree of use of reus-
able software. "Enough" has yet to be quantified.
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Appendix A

Workshop Schedule

Tuesday, September 13 Wednesday, September 14

8:00- 9:00 8:00- 10:00
Registration Working Groups

9:00- 9:30 10:00 - 10:15
Colonel Kanter (ESD/AC) - Keynote Address Coffee Break
9:30- 10:15 10:15- 12:00
Barry Boehm (TRW) Working Groups
"Research Issues in SCE" 12:00 - 1:00
10:15 -10:30 Lunch at Stouffer's Bedford Glen
Coffee Break 1:00 - 2:00
10:30 - 11:00 General Session - Group Objectives
Bob Thibodeau (GRC) 2:00- 3:00
"SCE Techniques vs. Life Cycle Phases" Working Groups

11:00 -11:30 3:00 - 3:15
Al Kopania (Aerospace) Coffee Break
"Software Size Estimating Model" 3:15 - 5:00
11:30- 12:00 Working Groups
Major Duquette (HO AFSC)
"Problems, Experiences,..." Thursday, September 15
12:00 -1:00 8:00- 9:50
Lunch in Atrium Reports from Groups I & II
1:00- 1:30 9:50- 10:10
John Gaffney (IBM) Coffee Break
"Software Function Estimates"
110:10 - 12:00
1:30- 2:00 Reports from Groups III & IV
Merle McKenzie (JPL)

"Software Life Cycle Model" 12:00 - 1:00

2:00 - 2:30 Lunch

Carolyn Wong (SDC) 1:00 - 3:00
"Technical Estimates of Cost Model" Complete Reports

2:30 - 3:00
Al Roberts (MITRE)
"Making Costing Count"
3:00 - 3:15
Break
3:15 -5:00
Working Groups
5:00 - 6:30
Cocktail Party in Atrium
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Appendix B

Workshop Committee

General Program Chairman Technical Committee

Col. D. G. Kanter (ESD/AC) D. Bergstrom (RADC/COEE)
Lt. Col. Bowen (ESD/ACC)

Technical Committee Chairman J. Cavano (RADC/COEE)
Herman Schultz (MITRE) A. J. Chruscicki (RADC/COEE)

1 Lt. J. Dean (ESD/ACCE)
Maj. J. Duquette (Hq USAF/ACMC)
Dr. J. L. Katz (MITRE)
W. Letendre (ESD/ALEE)
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Appendix D

Workcing Group Membrs

* This appendix contains a list of the participants
in each working group.

Group I Group 11 Group III Group IV
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Branyan (GE) Abdel-Hamid (MIT) Chruscicki (RADC) Dean (ESD)
Coakley (AF/ESD) Cavano (RADC) Davos (DCASMA) DiN itto, (RADC)
Couch (FORD) Cruickshank (IBM) Earles (E-E) Duvall (IITRI)
Dumas (MITRE) Douglas (TASC) Fleti (TASC) Frank (MITRE)
Grynberg (GRUMN) Fischer (CSC) Greenbaum (MITRE) Gaffney (IBM)
luorno (IITRI) Flowers (AF/ESD) Gross (NAVMAT) Kopania (AERO)
Katzenbach (MITRE) Hetrick (ITT) Hayes (MITRE) Kuhn (PRICE-S)
Lanigan (Calspan) Lafferty (MITRE) James (MITRE) Mankiewich (M-W)
MadI (AFSC) Lowry (MITRE) Koscielski (AF/SD) McKenzie (JPL)
Maibor (DRO) McCall (SAl) Levitan (SHELL) Phoha (MITRE)
Najberg (TASC) San Antonio (DRC) Lovelace (MITRE) Roberts (MITRE)
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Shimer (NSA) Rone (IBM) Stein (MITRE)

.*,Spear (ASD) Vukasovich (AD) Swanson (ADO)
Titsworth (RAYTH) Winningham (AFCMD) Wong (SDC)

Youngblood (AD)
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Appendix E

Subjects Suggested to the Working Groups

Group I Group III
Cost Effective Organization
Software Data Collection and Performance of SCE
on Defense Programs • Use of one or more SCE models

* Defining a software WBS • Model calibration
• Defining technical data (cost drivers) to supple- • Modeling personnel requirements/costs
ment cost data * Life Cycle Costing
* Determining optimum data collection levels/ • Model shortcomings and solutions
frequency * Modeling system integration
e Institutionalizing data collection in MIL-STDs and
DIDs Group IV
* Cost/benefit of creating/maintaining a detailed New Directions
data base d Identifying promising new methods and

Group II approaches to SCE
Integrating SCE * Impact of new technologies/e.g., Ada,
with Program Management PDL, VLSI

SImpact of SCE data collection on program man- * New acquisition strategies to reduce Conceptual

agers (WBS and DID) Phase uncertainty

" Use of SCE data to measure software status * Eliminating the nemesis to SCE: software size

" Role of SCE in determining revised "estimates to estimation

Scomplete" Software Acquisition Process Model (SWAP)

* Maintaining a dual purpose data base (for SCE
and program management)
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